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A guide to Typography



Let’s start with the basics. From the 26 letters of the alphabet you probably 
first learned when you were four years old, we can construct thousands of 

words. 

How these words look and are arranged are the starting blocks of Typography.

Over the course of this small handy guide we hope to demystify Typography 
and hopefully give you some pointers to create your own! But first -

WHY SHOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN TYPOGRAPHY?

Because Typography is all around us. Words and letters are everywhere in our 
daily life’s. All visually displayed text involves Typography. 

How many can you find right now? Have a look around – yip you’ve got it. 
Your cereal packet, the lettering on a sign or notice, the words on your page 
are all examples of Typography.

TYPOGRAPHY 
What does that mean?
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How type is arranged affects how we feel and helps 
communicate the meaning of the text. 
Typography makes text readable, helps us understand signs and meaning, and 
can grab our attention.  How text looks is made of many aspects including

• the typeface or font in use (we’ll come to these next)
• the distance between letters (called kerning) 
• colour
• the arrangement of the words on the page
• the space between lines of text (known as leading)
• the paragraph and line spacing  

A typeface is a family of fonts created by 
a typographer or type designer. Typefaces 
have their own name and are differentiated 
from each other by the form of the 
letters, the variations of stroke weight, 
the forms of the letters and all the other 
characteristics that are unique to each type 
design. 
For example Garamond is a well known 
typeface. 

Fonts are the various weights, sizes 
(measured in something called points) and 
styles (bold or italic) within each typeface. 
For example Garamond Bold Italic 11pt 
would be a font, and so would Garamond 
Bold size 14pt.
There are literally thousands of typefaces 
to choose from and it’s the designers job 
to pick the most appropriate one for each 
project. 

Typefaces and fonts

The size and 
placement of type can 
be very important. 
Large type is 
good for posters and 
information but not 
for a long book!
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A
SERIF

The most traditional style of typeface are 
known as serif fonts. Serifs are the little lines 
that trail off the end of each letter (I like to 
think of them as the little shoes and hats that 
letters wear.). Serif type is easier to read and is 
usually used for longer areas of text.

SANS SERIF
Sans is the French word for “without” so  Sans 
Serif fonts are those without the little lines on 
the end. These are more modern and can get 
the message across clearly as the letters are 
easly identificable.

SLAB SERIF
Slab Serifs have thick bold serifs and have 
little to no contrast between thick and thin 
lines, and have thick, rectangular serifs. The 
underlying letter shapes often more closely 
resemble sans serif fonts.
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DISPLAY 

Display  typefaces are those unsuitable for 
the main body of text and are best used for 
headline and short text or titles to attract 
attention. Some fonts that are quirky and 
decorative are classed as display as they’re 
designed to be used at large sizes. 

Script
Scripts are based upon handwriting, and have 
looser letterforms. They are used in more 
formal and elegant designs but are hard to 
read in long passages of text.

TYPEFACE STYLES

Baskerville, Garamond, Times New Roman Arial, Berlin Sans, Calibri

Alegreya, Courier,Rockwell

Bauhaus, Broadway, Rosewood

Brush Script,Edwarian Script,Vivaldi

There are lots of other typeface styles - these are 
just the most common. 
look at typefaces. What ones do you like the 
best? Can you think why they’ve been used?A is for 



Can you read this ? It can be very hard to read very small text. But some-
times it can be used to make the reader look closer to good effect.


